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greater depth of inquiry, and some
what more care. Would I recommend it
to its target audiences? Definitely yes.
And a wider audience? Yes, but with
caution.

No book is perfect.

A CROSBIE WALSH

University of the South Pacific

Lokal Musik: Lingua Franca Song and
Identity in Papua New Guinea, by
Michael Webb. Apwitihire: Studies in
Papua New Guinea Musics, 3. Port
Moresby: Cultural Studies Division,
National Research Institute, 1993.
ISBN 9980-68-019-9, xxii + 272
pages, illustrations, maps, musical
examples, appendixes, notes, bibliog
raphy. US$IS.

The close reading Michael Webb gives
of contemporary urban musical
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rates this book from reams of ethno
musicological studies in the Pacific
Islands that fixate on "traditional"
music cultures (invented or otherwise).
Virtual fringe on the fringe, for music
scholarship itself has been marginal
within Pacific Islands studies-witness,
for example, the absence thus far of
music articles in this journal. Lokal
Musik merits the attention of the more
disparate community of Pacific Islands
scholars, for it illustrates vividly the
power of contemporary popular musi
cal means to resonate broader social
concerns.

Webb focuses specifically on songs
with lyrics in Tok Pisin, a regional lin
gua franca. His concerns are threefold:
"the particular ways in which T[ok]

The I980 Census, 1987), and an
important paper in a special 1980
census edition of Yagl-Ambu (10[3]:
47-58,1983) that showed how differ
ent measures of employment-type pri
macy produced different hierarchies.
For Fiji, even apart from a miscount of
towns and an inaccuracy in Suva's true
share of the 1986 population (57 per
cent, not "just over half"), he states
that Suva's primacy has declined rela
tive to Lautoka. His estimate excludes
Lami, which was part of Suva in 1976.
A more accurate estimate, including
Lami at both census dates, shows Suva
to have increased its share of the urban
population between 1976 and 1986
from S3 to S7 percent, and its primacy
(measured against Lautoka) to have
increased from 4. I times larger to S·7
times larger.

These and other factual inaccuracies
are not too important in themselves,
but they do cast doubt on other
.as~.um12tioll~.Cln<:l~()Ilcl!1~()Ils.The...
claim, for example, that differences in
rural and urban wages cause migration
has some general validity, but wage
differences do not explain the persis
tence of migration when urban work is
not available (eg, Walsh, Honiara:
I986 Census Atlas, 1992) or consider
able differences in provincial migration
rates where rural wage levels are simi
lar (Walsh, Asian and Pacific Migra
tion Journal 1(2): 196-219, 1990).
Sour grapes at being uncited again? I
hope not.

The book has its uses, and those of
us who could have written it and
didn't will be grateful to its authors for
taking important issues to a wider
public; it is just that we may have
expected a little more that is new, some
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BOOK REVIEWS

P[isin] song both serves as a vehicle for
and provides concrete manifestations
of political and social identity in Papua
New Guinea; with the process and
implications of music change in Papua
New Guinea; and with the dynamics of
the postcontact (particularly commer
cial) music situation" (IS).

Findings are primarily derived from
examining commercial recordings and
newspaper articles; moreover, Webb
considers not only technical musical
means, but lyrics, social relationships
among musicians, and recording
studio strategies as well. His purview
is not strictly synchronic, for he
examines various kinds of nonen
demic musical influence over time,
thus demonstrating "that Western
derived musics (e.g., popular and
religious) are assimilated into local
repertoires, and ... the development
of regional postcontact styles (e.g.,
Tolai rock) become strong identity
markers" (232).

The presentation proceeds by sec
tion. Part One, "Music, Social Organ
ization, and Identity," includes a
detailed analysis of levels of identity
national, regional, provincial, interna
tional-as expressed in song lyrics
(chapter 2), and the makeup of musical
ensembles (chapter 3, which includes a
thoughtful discussion of band names).
Part Two, "Syncretic Elements in Post
contact Musics," considers innovation
in song texts and musical styles (chap
ter 4), and the impact of Christianity
and church music (chapter S). Part
Three (chapters 6 through 8) consists
of three case studies: a theme (the por
trayal of women in song lyrics), an
individual musician, and a studio. A
concluding chapter is followed by
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three appendixes: indexes of the song
texts transcribed, arranged by per
former and song title, and a list of
commercially recorded songs con
sulted.

In terms of empirical data, this
book makes two significant contribu
tions. First, a substantial number of
song texts, entire or excerpted, are
transcribed in Tok Pisin and interlined
with English equivalents, thus being
made available for further linguistic
analysis. Second, chapter 4 contains a
particularly lucid discussion of vari
ous song types in the contemporary
popular idiom (9S-II7). The diversity
of named categories documented here
should dispell any notions that "all
pop music sounds alike."

This book's genesis is described by
the series editor: "Lokal Musik is a
revised version of a Master's thesis
submitted to Wesleyan University
[1990]. While such theses do not nec-

..essarily_make valuable original contr.i
butions to a field, the present volume is
a notable exception" (xvi). Notwith
standing the book's empirical contribu
tion, it is less successful as a theoretical
treatise on popular music or urban cul
ture. Facility in handling theory is gen
erally nascent among MA thesis
writers, and this one is no exception.
Most obvious is Webb's limited appli
cation of his wide reading, both in
Papua New Guinea studies and in eth
nomusicology, merely as illustration:
for example, "so-and-so says such
and-such, and this music shows that."

A reader who looks beyond the
author's intellectual rough edges, how
ever, will be amply rewarded by the
respectable documentation of a vital
component of contemporary Papua
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New Guinea cultural expression. Lin
gua franca song is confronted with
multiple challenges: it must be linguis
tically accessible to diverse audiences;
it must be thematically relevant to
audiences of different experiential
backgrounds (eg, urban versus village);
the musical styles, drawn from various
sources-tribal, regional, interna
tional-must appeal across more nar
row tribal, regional, and cultural lines
as well. The paramount concern is
financial feasibility, which in turn
brings into play other sets of strategies
for packaging, marketing, and distri
bution.

Beyond the Papua New Guinea case
study, moreover, readers are implicitly
invited to contemplate a rich, and
virtually unmined, area for future
research-contemporary musical idi
oms, their social and economic net
works, and their ramifications for
social analysis, in regions where social
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AMY KU'ULEIALOHA STILLMAN

University of California,
Santa Barbara
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Kanak Sculptors and Painters Today:
Ko i Neva. Text and interviews by
Christine D Chaaplain, with English
translations by Helen Brinon and
Phillida Stefens. Noumea: Agence
de Developpement de la Culture
Kanak with the support of the
North Province, the Loyalty Prov
ince, the Cultural Affairs Delegation,
1992. ISBN 2-909407-09-8, 106
pages, photographs. 2500 CPF
(c us$25)'

Kanak Sculpture and Painters Today:
Ko i Neva is a book about contempo
rary Kanak (Melanesian) artists who
participated in the art exhibition by
the same name that opened in 1990 at
the Noumea Museum, Noumea, New
Caledonia and then traveled for three
months throughout the island of
Grande Terre. The design of the book
is striking. Surfaces of the cover are
light brown and simulate the grainy

_t~){tll1."e()fvv..()()d=!h(,:..I!!.aj()rlnedium
for traditional and contemporary
sculpture. The words Ko i Neva are
reproduced on the front cover as
though carved in low relief. A logo in
the lower left-hand corner comprises a
circle (the shape of a traditional case
'house' in New Caledonia) enclosing a
traditional roof spire. Directly oppo
site, in the lower right-hand ~orner, are
reproduced four brightly colored
strokes of paint (painting is not one of
the older traditional art forms in New
Caledonia). The wood-like surface,
logo, and paint strokes indicate visu
ally the variety and contrast of media,
tools, and art philosophy of the artists
represented in the book.

The book opens with a short
preface and remarks about the exhibi-




